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Message from James Monteiro 
 

Dear Friends, 

 

Ten years ago, I walked out of prison for the very last time, 
having spent 15,000 days of my life behind bars. This last time 
I walked out was different than the prior times. I had something 
to stand on this time – an Associate Degree in Psychology 
with honors, that I earned while incarcerated in the Baltimore 
Penitentiary.  

For the 85,000 incarcerated individuals pursuing a degree or certificate program in prison, the 
pathway to doing so is challenging, with the time required to earn an associate degree behind 
bars taking in excess of ten years. In addition, only 14 percent of incarcerated students have 
access to online technology to pursue educational opportunities. And while the majority of the 
85,000 inmates pursuing a degree behind bars want to complete their degree upon release, 
approximately only one-fourth of them can.   

I founded Reentry Campus Program to shrink the void between those that want to pursue post-
secondary education and those that are able, both within the prison walls and beyond. I want to 
ensure that adults in transition have a college degree pathway that is integrated into the support 
systems they need to be successful upon release. We work hard to remove the typical barriers 
to post-secondary education for program participants, including the application process, 
pursuing financial aid and employment opportunities that allow them to continue their 
educational pursuits. 

In the last year, Reentry Campus Program has touched over 70 participants in varying degrees.  
We are encouraged by our results outlined within this report, which only fortifies our resolve to 
do more. We are heartened that there are renewed discussions to allow incarcerated individuals 
to receive Pell Grants, which will undoubtedly increase the need for our services and support.  

On a personal note, I am pleased to report that I recently completed the JustLeadershipUSA 
“Leading with Conviction” program, a year-long training program for advanced development in 
the areas of community building, advocacy and communications. It was an honor and a blessing 
to be a part of this wonderful program, which I know will assist me for years to come.  

Thank you! 

 

 

James Monteiro 
Founder and Executive Director 
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Our Mission 
Our mission is to provide currently and formerly incarcerated individuals with an affordable 
pathway to accredited post-secondary education and certification programs that are infused 
within the reentry process…to promote self-sufficiency and caring community leaders. 

 

 

How We Work 
Reentry Campus Program improves access to and assistance with completing post-secondary 
education for individuals who are transitioning from the incarceration system back into their 
communities. By designing degree pathways and partnerships that are embedded within the 
pre-existing support systems formerly incarcerated adults have upon release, our program 
enables them to successfully complete their bachelor’s degree upon release. Individuals taking 
part in this program will become employed, become tax payers, be able to take care of their 
families and begin to make a positive impact in their communities. 
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Our Programs 

 

 

Cohorts Outside the Prison 
Reentry Campus Program helps clients pursue their secondary 
education each step of the way. Our team assists with the 
completion of all necessary documentation to enroll in college, 
including the entrance application, disclosure letter, and financial 
aid forms. For those entering the job market, we prepare 
participants with resume writing workshops and interview skills 
training. Lastly, we connect all program participants with medical 
services through our community health worker 

 

 

 

Transitional Services 
An important part of Reentry Campus Program’s work involves 
supporting participants as they transition from behind to beyond 
the walls of prison. We connect students with services to help 
them adjust to life outside the walls, including housing, substance 
abuse and life-skills programs. We provide advice on education 
and job opportunities, including resumes, school applications, 
financial aid for preparation and interview skills training.   

 

 

 

Cohorts Inside the Prison 
Reentry Campus Program provides currently incarcerated 
individuals the resources to take Dantes and CLEP classes, 
including paying for classes, prepping students for examinations 
and paying for their examination fees.   
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2018 by the Numbers 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Number of students enrolled in Reentry 
Campus Program… 
 
Number of students successfully enrolled at 
Roger Williams University’s SCS… 
 
Number of students successfully enrolled at 
the Community College of Rhode Island… 
 
Number of students that successfully 
completed a certificate program… 
 
Total number of Clep/Dantes credits awarded 
through Reentry Campus Program… 
 
Percent of active Reentry Campus Program 
participants presently employed… 
 
Percent of program participants that 
recidivated… 
 
Number of incarcerated Reentry Campus 
Program students working toward a degree… 

45 
 

13 
 

3 
 

3 
 

69 
 

89 
 

4 
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Success in the Community 
The impact of Reentry Campus Program reaches far beyond the statistical data typically 
used to measure programmatic success. The positive effect our efforts have made can be 
felt not only in the communities where our participants work and reside, but on the 
individuals themselves, as well as on their families.  

Reentry Campus Program is pleased to share the experiences of two recent program 
participants, Arron Philbert and Dawn Simas.   

 

Arron Philbert 
Aaron was released from federal prison in March of 
2018 to a halfway house in Pawtucket with all the 
ambition and hope of a better life for himself and his 
family. He knew exactly what he wanted to do in life 
but like so many who are recently released from 
prison, lacked the pathway and resources in order to 
be able to get there. 
 
Through a mutual friend at the Amos House, Aaron 
was connected to the Reentry Campus Program and 
within a matter of weeks was admitted into Netts CDL 
Truck driving school. “My mindset when I got out of 
prison was that was not a place that I wanted to go 
anymore. I knew that if I wanted to be successful in life 
and be able to manage my responsibilities, I was 
going to have to obtain a trade.” 
 
 

Aaron was provided with all the supports and resources he needed to get into Netts CDL Truck 
driving school and after 16 weeks of training he obtained his CDL Class A license and quickly 
found employment. Not only is Aaron gainfully employed in a career that allows him to take care 
of himself and his family, he is now giving back by becoming a support system and advocate for 
others like himself who are looking to do the same at Netts. 
 
“Through the Reentry Campus Program, I found an opportunity that opened the door for me to 
greater possibilities. Today I am a CDL Class A truck driver, and it has made me a better 
person, father, and friend. I would like to say thank you to James Monteiro and the Reentry 
Campus Program for creating a pathway for me to achieve my goals that has allowed me to 
make all my dreams come true.”  

Arron Philbert 
Reentry Campus Program Student 
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Dawn Simas 
Dawn Simas was sentenced in 2007 to ten years in 
prison to be served at the Rhode Island Adult 
Correctional Institute (ACI). In June 2013, while serving 
her sentence, Dawn earned her Associate Degree in 
General Studies, a degree she had started years 
before her incarceration. She was the only woman 
incarcerated at the ACI to be awarded a degree that 
year.    

Upon her release in October 2013, Dawn received a 
scholarship to attend the University of Rhode Island 
(URI) and enrolled in January 2014 to pursue a 
bachelor’s degree in Computer Studies. It became 
apparent to her after a few months that acclimating 
herself to her new schedule and the burdens of holding down a job and going to school full time 
were overwhelming. “I found it extremely difficult to manage my time. In prison, time is managed 
for you. You are told where to go, when to go there, how long to stay there and when to leave. It 
seems silly but it is hard to relearn how to manage your time.” At the end of her second 
semester, Dawn had flunked out of URI.  

Dawn came across Reentry Campus Program on Facebook and reached out for information on 
the program. She quickly learned that she was a perfect candidate for the program and enrolled. 
Dawn took comfort in the fact that there were others eager to earn a post-secondary degree, but 
like Dawn, also were experiencing the challenges she was confronting. “They understood the 
struggles and the difficulties I was having. They all understood where I had been, as they had 
been there as well.”  

Dawn took advantage of all Reentry Campus Program had to offer. “On top of education, it was 
a support group. We were a group people, who were in various legs of our journey. We were 
able to support each other and learn from one another.”  

Through a Reentry Campus Program contact, Dawn was hired by Alex & Ani in an entry-level 
position and since her hiring, has been promoted to roles of increasing responsibility and 
reward. Today, she is currently employed as Help Desk Technician in the Information 
Technology Department at Alex & Ani. In addition, she is enrolled through Reentry Campus 
Program at Roger Williams University pursuing a degree in Computer Security.  

Dawn recently had the opportunity to travel to El Salvador through Alex & Ani and Living Water 
International, as part of an effort to bring clean and safe drinking water to a village there. “It was 
during this trip that I had the opportunity to reflect upon how far I had come. My life has been 
made whole again. That would not have happened without Reentry Campus Program. James is 
truly an inspiration and I hope that at some point, I can be that inspiration to somebody, like he 
has been to me.”  

Dawn Simas 
Reentry Campus Program Student 
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Our Thinking 
The individual benefits of obtaining a post-secondary education are undeniable. In addition to the 
opportunity to earn more, research shows that a post-secondary education positively impacts self-
esteem and has a material effect on the community in which the educated live. Workers with 
higher education are more productive, making their employers more profitable, thereby 
strengthening the local economy.  

While the benefits of a post-secondary education are well documented, so too are the challenges 
of affording it. This is particularly true for the large numbers of incarcerated and recently released 
individuals hoping to continue their learning.  

 
“Approximately 700,000 people are released from prison each year.” 

Office of Justice Programs 
 

“3 years after release 68% will return to prison.” 
National Institute of Justice 

 
“Increasing educational levels among individuals involved with the criminal justice 

system lowers the odds of recidivism by 43%.” 
Rand Study 

 
“There are currently over 85,000 individuals taking certificate and post-secondary 

educational programs behind the walls.” 
Justice Center 

 
“67% of these individuals report wanting to finish upon release.” 

Ella Baker Center 
 

“Only 27% are actually able to…” 
Ella Baker Center 

 

Investing in Futures 
Fortunately, efforts to establish postsecondary education programs in 
prison are gaining momentum, with broad based support from a variety 
of stakeholders. This study from the Vera Institute of Justice and the 
Georgetown Law Center on Poverty and Inequality finds that ending 
the current ban on awarding Pell Grants to incarcerated people would 
benefit not only those seeking the education, but as described above, 
the positive ripple effect of such a move. Consistent with our thinking, 
the report discusses the positive individual impacts of postsecondary 
education programs in prison, as well as the savings states would net 
through lower recidivism rates and decreased incarceration costs.   
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2018 Financial Management 
A summary of the sources of our funding and how the funds were allocated in 2018.* 

 

 

       Sources of Grants and Funds 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                  Allocation  

Foundations	 $70,000	

Contributions	 $		4,150	

Foundations Contributions

Fundraising Administration Programs Capital

Fundraising	 $3,024.28	

Administration	 $19,316.30	

Programs	 $43,365.04	

Capital	 	 $8,444.38	

*	Unaudited	financials.	
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Looking Forward 
Reentry Campus Program is committed to reducing the gap between those incarcerated 
individuals pursuing degrees or certificates while in prison, and those able to do so upon their 
release. In that regard, we will embark on two additional programs beginning in 2019. We will 
focus on shrinking the disparity in educational services available to women incarcerated at the 
Rhode Island Adult Correctional Institute by offering new program opportunities for women 
wishing to pursue a certificate program or post-secondary degree. In addition, Reentry Campus 
Program, with the support of the Rhode Island Department of Labor and Training and in 
conjunction with the Rhode Island Reentry Collaborative, will be formalizing a mentorship 
program with formerly incarcerated participants serving as mentors and “reentry coaches” to 
assist recently released individuals complete their education and become employed. 

 

Executive Leadership 
We are grateful for the hard work of our dedicated Board of Directors. 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Lisa	S.	
Holley	
President	

Eileen	
Hayes	

Deputy	
Chief	
Thomas	
Verdi	

Heather	
Gaydos	

Imam	
Abdul	
Latif	

Dr.	Jeff	
Williams	

Dr.	Taino	
Palermo	

Stephanie	
Cruz	

Luis	
Estrada	
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o Volunteer as a tutor at Reentry Campus Program 

o Volunteer in a different way: _______________________________________ 

Please visit our website https://www.reentrycampusprogram.org/ to learn more, or call 
us at (401) 442-9795. Mail to our office: James Monteiro c/o Roger Williams University, 
SCS, 1 Empire Street, Providence, Rhode Island 02903. 

 

Name:  ____________________________ Phone: ___________________________ 

Email:  ______________________________________________________________ 

Address:  ____________________________________________________________ 

We Need Your Help 
There are a number of ways to measure the impact of our work on the communities we serve. 
Reentry Campus Program participants have contributed to positive employment statistics, 
increased the completion rates at the colleges and universities they have attended and 
improved the quality of life for themselves and their families. In addition, for every one of our 
participants that pursues a college degree or obtains self-sufficiency through gainful 
employment, the probability of recidivating drop immeasurably. Our programs are making a 
difference, but we cannot do it without your support. 

 

Every Donation Matters 
You can donate to Reentry Campus Program by accessing our 
support page on our website: 
https://www.reentrycampusprogram.org/support  

You can donate by mail by sending your contribution to: James 
Monteiro c/o Roger Williams University, SCS, 1 Empire Street, 
Providence, Rhode Island 02903. 

 

Volunteer to Tutor and Help Make a Difference 
We are looking for tutors to assist us our program. If you have a background or experience in 
social services, business, or criminal justice we encourage to explore tutoring and mentoring 
opportunities with us. 
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Our Partners and Supporters – We Thank You 
We are grateful to our partners and supporters for their invaluable contributions to our mission 
and the important roles they play in the daily lives of those we serve. 
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